Time-Turner: Data Engagement Through Everyday Objects in the Home
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Abstract
Families enjoy capturing digital media about their life and replaying moments, yet it is not always easy to do so. To explore this design space, we created a physical, ambient, and situated visualization prototype called Time-Turner specifically designed for a home setting that records video of family activities and allows families to review their past activities. We report our design requirements, design rationale and the implications of our work for future design researchers.
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Introduction
Many people capture and accumulate a massive number of photos and videos associated with family members. Presently, families capture these moments themselves, but in the future, it is likely that automated forms of capturing these moments will be present in the home [5,8]. For example, one way could be through always-on video recording allowing one to revisit their past moments and to reflect upon their
past experiences. However, one problem with the design of always-on video recording systems is that family members may not be able to search or filter their moments effectively because it could be hard to remember details of one’s past amidst the business of everyday life and with the continued passage of time. Additionally, the lack of material presence that digital archives often exhibit can complicate a family’s ability to richly engage with these materials in everyday life. Prior work has highlighted this as a major challenge for future research in the DIS community (e.g., [17]); however, few design examples have emerged that offer generative and productive ways forward.

Designing a visualization for a family in the context of a home is challenging. In contrast with the typical expert task-centric, focused approach to information visualization, this requires considering visualization methods that would be meaningful and contextually appropriate for family members. To this end, we explored alternatives to screen-based visualizations like physical visualizations, situated visualizations, and ambient displays in our design work.

We created Time-Turner, a video recording system along with a physical situated ambient visualization representing temporal and spatial data of activities within a family’s home. The prototype is composed of three square shaped table-coasters as shown in Figures 1, 2 and 3. Each coaster represents the household activity data at a different granularity (month, day, and second). Family members can explore, query and filter data by time by sliding the edges of the coasters against each other.

**Background and Related Work**

Ambient information systems visualize abstract interpretations of data in the environment or the user’s periphery of attention [1]. Ambient systems such as AmbientRoom [11], Information Percolator [7] and everyday objects like Post-it notes [19] map digital information to output modalities that blend in to the physical environment. These systems illustrate how information can be embedded and visualized in the user’s periphery using output mechanisms that are appealing and yet not distracting. In a situated data representation, the physical representation of data is dependent on the physical referent(s) [24]. Examples include the Dangling String [23] created by artist Natalie Jeremijenko and PinWheels [10]: both use physical motion to convey network traffic in users’ periphery. Situated physicalizations enhance the richness of data by allowing one to examine and extract additional information not present in the original data.

There is a rich history of research in HCI on domestic technology design to better manage everyday life [4]. Our focus is on how families manage data containing recordings of personal or family memories. Kaye et al. [13] describe that digital archives can help people with self-reflection. Taylor et al. [22] highlight the importance of artifacts in the home to organize household routines. Elliot et al. [5] show the vital role of location in providing richness to data. We build on this research by focusing on the design of physical artifacts for families that are meant to be lived with and experienced in the context of routines over time. This is in contrast to other visualization approaches that focus on screen-based designs.
The Design of Time-Turner

We departed from traditional visualization design with a different approach that combined elements of physical, situated and ambient visualizations. Our focus was on a design that could be easily seen at-a-glance, be used throughout the home, and integrate itself within everyday activities of the family. This paper argues that screen-based visualization techniques do not always migrate to non-work environments [2,18].

Video Recording

First, Time-Turner records video data of a home using one or more cameras that are set to be always on (the recording features builds on our previous design work and results from our previous study [3,25]). The system captures video along with metadata like the specific location in the house, the number of people in the view, and the activity level of the location. Activity level is comprised of ordinal data calculated in the interval of 0-1. This value is calculated by a pixel-wise comparison to see how much of the image has changed. A value close to zero indicates no activity while a value close to 1 indicates high activity or movement in the video. We selected activity level as the variable to be encoded into our visualization so that family members could know what periods in the past had the most or least activity in their home.

Data Visualization

Second, a series of three drink coasters provide physical, ambient, and situated visualization artifacts to support family members’ practices of reflecting and remembering their memories. We selected coasters to embody our system in the form of everyday objects that could fluidly revolve around the house and be shared by all family members. Each coaster represents information at a different granularity.

Coaster 1 represents data of the entire month. The layout of the LED’s is like the layout of a calendar, placed in a grid of 5x7 (7 days of the week and max 5 weeks) as shown in Figure 1. Coaster 2 represents the data for the entire day like a 24-hour clock aligned in a circle as shown in Figure 2. Coaster 3 contains the most detailed and rich data in the form of images from the always-on-video system as shown in Figure 3. We made the three coasters of varying sizes to give them a stacking order based on the granularity of the data. We start from the smallest coaster at the top which represents information at a low granularity or the overview first. Then, as we move down the stack of coasters, the granularity of the data increases. The size of the coasters indicates the stacking order and hence determines the granularity of the data. Our design rationale is informed by Shneiderman’s visual information mantra of overview first, zoom and filter, then details on demand [21].

Representation Fidelity

We decided to use luminance to embody and represent ordinal data associated with activity levels in our data. We used light emitting diodes (LED) for this purpose on our coasters. Our design rationale echo’s Janesen et al. [12] where users can quickly identify which physical variables convey information and how. High luminance represents high activity levels (close to 1) and low represents values close to zero or no activity. We converted this ordinal data into bins to help users easily distinguish the changes in luminance. We use a blinking LED to depict the selected date and hour on coasters.
By default, this is mapped to the current date and current time exactly one year ago, and keeps transitioning per the current date and time. This transitioning alert falls in to the category of change blind [14] which consumes no conscious awareness of the users but may still affect their behavior [9].

**Spatial Indirection**

The coasters change the data being shown as the users move them to different areas of the house, making them situated visualizations. Thus, the coasters show the data for the nearest camera, detected using Wi-Fi triangulation. We feel presenting the data to the user in the context of the physical referent allows the user to gain additional insight and attach value to the location. Previous research has suggested that playing video back in the same location adds an emotional connection to video [6,20], which might enhance the experience.

**Exploration by Interaction**

To support interactivity and allow family members to view their data at different time periods, we added interactivity to the first and second coaster with a novel technique of spatial sliding. This allows users to query and filter their data by the same granularity level of the coasters i.e. by a) date, and b) time of the day. A user can change the data point on a coaster by magnetically attaching the next coaster along its right edge and sliding it upwards or downwards as shown in Figure 5. If it slides in the upward direction, the data point on the left coaster moves backwards in time while sliding downwards causes it to move forward in time. The current selection of these data points on the coasters is indicated by a blinking LED on each coaster. As soon as the coasters are magnetically separated from each other, they return to their default state of displaying the current date and current hour from one year ago. The goal is to reflect on what was happening at that point in time one year earlier as most of the family rituals (birthdays, anniversaries & festivals) are annual.

**Discussion and Conclusion**

Time-Turner provides family members with ways to explore their past by interacting with two or more coasters. While our focus was on family moments, the design could similarly be used to present other forms of data of spatial-temporal data where meta-data could be encoded by the different properties of the LEDs (hue, luminance, saturation). For example, a family could use the coasters to track their energy consumption [15] by encoding this data by different granularities and locations and later interact with the coasters to look for their usage. In these cases, the video data could then allow users to understand what might have been happening at the moments associated with this data.

We envision that an extensive study of Time-Turner could provide us with insights into the design shaped family members practices of reflecting on their past. To date, we have collected one and half years of video from one of the author’s homes where the family has been exploring their past moments using Time-Turner. The family has found the design invites curiosity around why different days’ glow brighter than others and the design is often a conversation-starter when guests are at the house. Our future work involves transforming Time-Turner into a research product [16] to investigate people’s experiences of use over long periods of time.
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